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Abstract 
We introduce monotonic wAspaces as a generalization of wAspaces. By means of mono- 
tonic WA-spaces, we simplify and generalize the theory around WA-spaces. Also, we give some 
conditions for monotonic WA-spaces to be developable or metrizable. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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Introduction 
Arhangel’skii [l] introduced spaces having a base of countable order as a generaliza- 
tion of developable spaces. These spaces were investigated by Wicke and Worrell [30]. 
Chaber, Coban and Nagami [7] introduced the notion of sieves, and defined monotonic 
p-spaces, and monotonically developable spaces (equivalently, spaces having a base of 
countable order) etc. They simplified and generalized the theory in [29,30], etc. 
As is well known, WA-spaces are an important generalization of developable spaces, 
and M-spaces in the sense of Morita [22]. As a generalization of WA-spaces and mono- 
tonic p-spaces, we define monotonic WA-spaces (briefly, mwA-spaces), and we simplify 
and generalize theory around WA-spaces. 
In this paper, for example, we give the following, and consider some properties of 
mwA-spaces which are certain quotient images of generalized metric spaces. 
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(A) Locally mwA-spaces are mwA-spaces. And, perfect or open compact images of 
mwA-spaces are mwA-spaces, and so are quasi-perfect pre-images of mwA- 
spaces. 
(B) Submetacompact mwA-spaces are WA-spaces (equivalently, p-spaces). 
(C) mwA-spaces are developable spaces if they are symmetric spaces, semi-stratifiable 
spaces, or submetacompact spaces with a point-countable k-network. 
(D) mwA-spaces are metrizable if they have a o-closure preserving k-network. 
We assume that spaces are regular and Ti unless otherwise stated, and that maps are 
continuous and onto. 
1. Preliminaries 
We recall that a space X is respectively a developable space: WA-space; p-space; or 
space with a Gb-diagonal, if there exists a sequence (&) of bases for X such that any 
sequence {B,: n E N} with & E ,13, satisfies (d); (WA); (p); or (Gh) below. Here, we 
can replace “bases” by “open covers”. As for p-spaces, we refer to [4], but spaces need 
not be completely regular in this paper. 
(d) If 2 E n B,, and zn E B,, then the sequence {z,: 72 E N} has the cluster 
point x. 
(WA) If 2 E n &, and xn E B,, then the sequence {xn: n E N} has a cluster point 
in X. 
. (p) If z E nB,, and xn E n{clB,. m < n}, then nclB, is compact, and the 
sequence {x n: n E N} has a cluster point in X. 
(Gs) If x E n&, then nBn = {z}. 
The following monotonic generalizations of these spaces are obtained by restricting 
the sequences {B,: n E N} to decreasing ones (i.e., B, > B,+t). 
Definition 1.1 [7,13]. A space X is, respectively a monotonically developable space; 
monotonic p-space; or space with a Wg-diagonal, if there exists a sequence (&) of 
bases for X such that any decreasing sequence {B,: 7~ E N} with B, E & satisfies 
the condition (d); (p); or (Ga). Here, in (p), we can replace “2, E n{cl&: m 6 n}” 
by ‘(x7, E B,” (or “2, E cl&“). 
Definition 1.2. A space X is a monotonic WA-space (simply, mwA-space) if there exists 
a sequence (&) of bases for X such that any decreasing sequence {B,: 12 E N} with 
B, E & satisfies the condition (WA). 
Note. In this paper, we assume that sequences of subsets of spaces are decreasing unless 
otherwise stated, and we use notations (md); (mwA); (mp); and (W6) instead of (d); 
(WA); (p); and (Gs), respectively. 
Definition 1.3 [7]. Let X be a space. Let (P) be a property with respect to sequences 
of subsets of X. Then, (P) is monotonic if whenever {Vn: 72 E N} has the property 
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(P) and 6{W,: n E N} < {I&: n E N}, then {Wn: n E N} has also the property (P). 
Here, for collections W and V of subsets of X, SW < V means that for each V E V, 
there exists IV E W such that W c V. For example, if {I&: n E N} satisfies (mwn) 
and 6{W,: n E N} < {I&: n E II}, then {Wn: n E W} satisfies (mwn), so that 
(mwA) is a monotonic property. 
Definition 1.4 [7]. A sequence V = { (V, , A,, To): n E N} is a sieve for X if, for each 
n E N, 
(i) V, = {V,: Q E A,} is an open cover of X, and, 
(ii) rr, : A,+, + A, is defined as V, = U{Vj: To = CY} for Q E A,. 
A sequence {V,, : n E R?} is a thread of V if an E A, and z~((Y,+~) = Q~ for each 
n E N. We say that a sequence {I&: n E N} is strong if V, > cl I&+, for each n E N. 
A sieve V is strong if any thread of V is strong. 
Let (m) be a property with respect to sequences of subsets of X. A sieve (respectively 
strong sieve) V is an (m)-sieve (respectively strong (m)-sieve) if any thread of V satisfies 
(m). A sequence (a,) of bases for X is an (m)-sequence (respectively (m)*-sequence) 
if any sequence (respectively strong sequence) {B,: n E N} with B, E f3, satisfies 
Cm). 
Lemma 1.5. For a monotonic property (m), the following are equivalent. 
(a) X has an (m)-sequence, 
(b) X has an (m)*-sequence, 
(c) X has an (m)-sieve, 
(d) X has a strong (m)-sieve. 
Proof. (a) =+ (b) is clear. (d) + (c) and (c) + (a) hold by [7, Lemma 1.11. For (b) 
* (d), let (a,) b e an (m)*-sequence. Let Al = f31, let VB = B for every B E Al, 
and let V1 = {VB: B E Al}. If A,,V,, and rrn_l :A, -+ A,_I have been defined, 
define A,+] and rr, : A,+cl 4 A, by letting ,B E 7r;’ (GE) for every (Y E A, be a copy 
of an element B of &+I with cl B c V,, and define Vn+l in the obvious way. Then, 
{(Vn,An,7r,): n E W} is a strong (m)-sieve. q 
For sequences {B,: n E W} in X, we consider the following properties. The letter _YF 
always denotes a collection having finite intersection property. 
(5,) If 5 E nBn (i.e., nBn # 8), and 6F < {B,: n E N}, then nc13 # 0, where 
nclF = n+lF: F E ~1. 
(6b) Same as (S,), but the F consists of closed subsets. 
(6,) Same as (S,), but the F is a countable collection of closed subsets. 
A space X is a monotonic p-space in the sense of [7] if X has a (&)-sieve. 
Lemma 1.6. (md), ( mwA), (mp), (W6), (S,), (Sb), and (6,) are monotonic properties. 
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Lemma 1.7. Let {B,: n E IV} be a sequence in X. Then, (mwA) and (6,) (or (6,) 
with F countubk) are equivalent. Zf {B,: 71 E N} is strong, (mp), (S,), and (Sb) are 
equivalent. 
Proof. For (6,) + (mwA), let {B,: n E RI} satisfy (6,). Let z E nI?,, and let 
2, E B,. Suppose the sequence (2,: n E IV} does not have any cluster point in X. 
Let F,, = {x m: m 3 n} for each n. E N. Then F, are closed, and 6{F,: n E N} < 
{B,: n E N}. Thus nFn # 0, a contradiction. Then, the sequence {CC,: R E N} 
has a cluster point. Hence {B,: n E N} satisfies (mwA). To show (mwA) + (6,) 
(or (6,) with F countable), let {Bn: n. E N} satisfy (mwA). Let 2 E nB,, and 
SF < {&: 12 E IV}, here 3 is countable and assumed to be decreasing. Let F = 
{A,: n E N}. For each m E IV, there exists A,(,) c B, with n(m) < n(m+ 1). Take 
xm E A,(,) for each m E N. Then the sequence {x,: m E N} has a cluster point in 
n cl A,, so n cl F # 0. Then, in particular, {B,: n E N} satisfies (6,). For the latter 
part, let {B,: n E W} be strong. For (Sb) + (mp), let {B,: n E N} satisfy (66). Let 
B = n I?,, and IC E B. Let F be a closed collection in B. Then 6F < {B,: n E IV}. 
So, nF # 8. Hence B is compact. Also, since {Bn: 71 E IV} satisfies (S,), if x, E I?,, 
the sequence (5,: n E N} has a cluster point. Then {B,: n E N} satisfies (mp). For 
(mp) * (S,), let {B,: 72 E N} satisfy (mp). Let IC E n B, and SF < {B,: 12 E RI}. 
Suppose n clF = 0. Since B = n B, is compact, n{An: n < k} n B = 0 for 
some finitely many A, E FT. But, {B,: 12 E N} is a base at B; that is, if U I B is 
open in X, some BI, c U. Then, there exist B, and A E F such that A c B, and 
n{clA,: n < k} n B, # 0. Thus n{clA,: 72. < k} n A = 0. This is a contradiction. 
Then {B,: YZ E N} satisfies (6,). 0 
The following characterization is obtained by Lemmas 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7. 
Theorem 1.8. The following are equivalent. 
(a) X is an mwA-space, 
(b) X has an (mwA)*-sequence, 
(c) X has a (6,)’ (or (SC))-sequence, 
(d) X has a strong (mwA) (or (mwA))-sieve, 
(e) X has a strong (6,) (or (6,))~sieve. 
Remark 1.9. Similarly, we get a characterization of monotonic p-spaces by replacing 
“mwA” with “mp”, and “6,” with “&” or “~5~“. Thus, X is a monotonic p-space if and 
only if X is a monotonic p-space in the sense of [7]. 
As spaces belonging to the class of mwA-spaces, we define q-spaces (i = 0, 1,2). 
Let us call a space X a ci-space if there exists a sequence of bases (&) of X such that 
any sequence {B,: 72 E PI} with B, E B, satisfies condition (ci) below. Here, we can 
replace “bases” by “open covers” for i = 0,2. 
(cg) Same as (a,), but omit “B, > Bn+l”. 
(cl) Same as (&), but omit “2 E n B,“. 
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(c2) Same as (6,), but omit “B, 1 B,+,“, and “z E n B,“. 
A space X is quasi-complete [8], if there exists a sequence (Vn) of open covers of X 
such that if {F,: 12 E N} is a sequence of nonempty closed subsets of X, and if there 
exists J: E X such that, for each n E N, there exists V,, E V, with F, U {x} c V,, then 
n F,, # 8. A space X is a complete M-space [29] if X is the quasi-perfect pre-image 
of a complete metric space. 
Theorem 1.10. 
(1) A space X is quasi-complete if and only if X is a co-space. 
(2) A space X is a q-space (respectively c2-space) ifX is a WA-space, or a p-space 
(respectively tech complete space, or a complete M-space). 
(3) The following are equivalent. 
(a) X is a cl-space, 
(b) X is the open image of a complete M-space, 
(c) X is the open image of a c2-space. 
(4) A space X is an mwA-space if X is a quasi-complete space, the open image of 
a tech complete space, or the open image of a complete M-space. 
Proof. (1) is easy, and (4) holds by (2) and (3). For (2), every WA-space, or a p-space is 
” 
a q-space in view of the proof of Lemma 1.7. Every Cech complete space is a cz-space 
by [lo, Theorem 3.9.21. While, it is routinely shown that the quasi-perfect pre-image 
of a cz-space has a sequence of open covers satisfying (cz), thus, the pre-image is a 
c2-space. Then, every complete M-space is a CT-space. For (3), note that, for sequences 
{B,: rz E PI}, (cl ) is a monotonic property, and so is the following property (c) in view 
of the proof of Lemma 1.7. 
(c) If each B, is nonempty, then B = n cl B, is a nonempty, countably compact 
subset such that if U open in X with U > B, then some B, c Ii. 
Then, by Lemma 1.5, X is a cl -space ej X has a strong (cl )-sequence; and X has a 
strong (c)-sequence # X has a (c)-sieve. But, X has a strong (cl)-sequence ($ X has 
a strong (c)-sequence in view of the proof of Lemma 1.7. Hence, X is a cl-space @ 
X has a (c)-sieve. While, X has a (c)-sieve % (b) holds in view of [29, Theorem 4.51. 
Thus, (a) @ (b) holds. Hence, (a) % (c) holds by (a) @ (b), because every complete 
M-space is a c2-space by (2), and very c2-space is a cl-space. 0 
2. Monotonic WA-spaces, and around developable spaces 
Lemma 2.1. Let (m) be a monotonic property, and let {Ua: u: E A} be an open cover 
of X. If each U, has an (m)-sieve, then X has an (m)-sieve. 
Proof. Let V, = {(V,,, A,,, TV,): n E PI} be an (m)-sieve for U,. For each n E N, 
let A, = @{Aan: cy E A}, V, = U{Van: Q: E A}, and define x,:A,+, + A,, 
by 7riTn ( Acun+l = TT~,. Then V = {(l/n, A,, r,): n E N} is a sieve for X. Let 
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K,: n E N} be any thread of V. Since there exists o E n such that on E A,, for 
every n E N, {V&: IZ E N} satisfies (m). Then, V is an (m)-sieve. 0 
We note that a locally WA-space need not be a WA-space; see Remark 2.10. But, as 
for mwA-spaces, we have the following by Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. If X is a locally mwA-space, then X is an mwA-space. 
We recall that a space is isocompact [2] if every closed countably compact subset is 
compact. As is well-known, every submetacompact (= o-refinable) space is isocompact. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a submetacompact space. Then the following hold. 
(1) X is a p-space if and only if it is a WA-space; see [12]. 
(2) X is a monotonically developable (respectively monotonic p-space) if and only if 
it is a developable space (respectively p-space); c$ [7]. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be an isocompact, mwA-space. Then X is a monotonic p-space, 
in particulal; if X is submetacompact, X is a WA-space. 
Proof. X has an (mwA)*-sequence by Theorem 1.8. Since X is isocompact, X has an 
(mp)*-sequence. Thus, X is a monotonic p-space by Remark 1.9. If X is submetacom- 
pact, X is a WA-space by Lemma 2.3. 0 
The following theorem is shown by Theorem 2.4, Lemmas 1.6, 2.1, and 2.3. 
Theorem 2.5 [27]. Let X be a locally WA-space; locally p-space; or locally developable 
space. If X is submetacompacf then X is a WA-space; p-space; or developable space, 
respectively. 
Now, we consider conditions for mwA-spaces to be monotonically developable. First, 
we consider fairly general conditions (C) and (G) for M-spaces to be metrizable. The 
condition (C) is investigated in [14,28], etc, and (G) is a generalization of a-spaces 
defined in [ 171, and y-spaces studied in [ 131. 
(C) There exists a point-countable cover C of X such that if K is a closed countably 
compact subset of X, and K c X - {x}, then there exists a finite C’ c C such 
that K c UC’ c X - {z}. 
(G) There exists a function g : N x X 4 r, where r is the topology of X, such that 
(0 ng(n,x) = {x}, and, 
(ii) for each n E N and 2 E X, there exists m E N such that if y E g(m,x), 
then s(m, y) C g(n, x). 
A space (X, r) is a P-space [17] if there exists a function g : N x X -+ r such that 
(i) z E g(n,x), and, 
(ii) if z E g(n,x,), the sequence (2,: 12 E N} has a cluster point in X. 
For semi-stratifiable space, see [8]. 
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Lemma 2.4 [8]. A space (X, T) is semi-stratijiable if and only if there exists a function 
g : N x X + r such that (i) n g(n, Z) = {z}, and (ii) if z E g(n, z,), the sequence 
{z,, : n E N} has a limit point z. 
A cover C of a space X is separating if whenever x # y, there exists C E C such 
that 1c E C c X - {y}. A separating cover is a ct-net if it is closed. A cover ‘P of X is 
a k-network for X if whenever C is compact and U is open with C c U, there exists a 
finite ‘P’ c P such that K c IJ P’ c U. 
Lemma 2.7. 
(1) A space X satisjes (C) if X has a point-countable separating open cover, or X 
is an isocompact space (or k-space) having a point-countable k-network. 
(2) A space X satisjies (G) if X has a a-point-finite separating open cover or X has 
a a-closure preserving ct-network. 
(3) A space X satisjies (C) and (G) if X is a semi-stratifiable space, more generally, 
X is a subparacompact space having a Gs-diagonal. 
(4) A P-space X satisfying (G) is semi-strati$able. 
(5) A WA-space X satisfying (G) is developable. 
(6) An M-space X satisfying (C) or (G) is metrizable. 
(7) An mwA-space X satishing (C) or (G) is Jirst countable. 
Proof. (1) This is due to [28, Propositions 4.7(l) and (3)]. 
(2) Let U{C,: n E RI}, where X E C,, be a o-point-finite separating open cover; or 
a a-closure preserving ct-network for X. For each n E N, z E X, let g(n, x) = n{C E 
C,: 2 E C}; or h(n, Z) = X - U{C E C,: 5 $ C}, respectively. Then the functions g 
and h satisfy (i) and (ii) in (G). 
(3) X satisfies (C) by [28, Proposition 4.7(2)]. Since X has a a-closure preserving 
ct-network by [17, Proposition 4.11, X satisfies (G) by (2). 
(4) Let g; h be the function defined in (G); P-space, respectively. We assume that for 
each n E N and z E X, g(n + 1,~) c g(n,x), and h(n + 1,~) c h(n, x). For n E N, 
2 E X, let k(n,x) = g(n,x) n h(n,x). W e note that, if z E k(n, 2,) for each n E RI, 
the point ~7: is a cluster point of any subsequence of (2,: n, E RI}, so the point x is the 
limit point of {Z 7L: n E N}. Then the function k satisfies (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.6. Thus 
(3) holds. 
(5) Every WA-space is a P-space. While, every semi-stratifiable and WA-space is 
developable by [8, Corollary 4.71. Thus, (5) holds by (4). 
(6) If X satisfies (C), X is metrizable by [14, Corollary 4.21. If X satisfies (G), X is 
developable by (5), thus X is also metrizable. 
(7) Let x E X. Then there exists a strong sequence {Vn: n E N} of nbds of :c 
such that if X~ E V,, the sequence {xn: n E W} has a cluster point in X. Thus, 
C, = n V, is closed countably compact in X, so C, is first countable by means of (5). 
But, {Vn: n E N} is a countable base at C,. Then there exists a countable base at the 
point Z. This shows X is first countable. 0 
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose that X is an mwA-space, andfor any metric space M, any subset 
of X x M which is an M-space is metrizable. Then X is monotonically developable. 
Proof. Since X is isocompact, X is a monotonic p-space by Theorem 2.4. Hence X is 
monotonically developable in view of [7, Theorems 3.2 and 3.7(c)]. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let X be an mwA-space. Suppose that X satisjies (locally) (a), (b) or 
(c) below. Then X is monotonically developable. In particulal; if X is submetacompact, 
then X is developable. 
(a) X satisjies (G). 
(b) X satisfies (C). 
(c) X has a Wg-diagonal. 
Proof. Let (a) hold. Since property (G) is productive and hereditary, X is a monotonically 
developable space by Lemmas 2.7(6) and 2.8. Let (b) hold. Then, X is first countable 
by Lemma 2.7(7). Let M be any metric space. Since X x M is first countable, every 
countably compact subset of X x M is closed in X x M, and, every countably compact 
subset of X is compact by Lemma 2.7(6). Then every countably compact subset of X x M 
is compact. Let Y c X x M, and let C be a point-countable cover of X satisfying the 
condition in (C), and let B be a point-countable base for M. Let p E Y, and K c Y - {p} 
be countably compact. Since K is compact, there exist finitely many open basic open 
subsets Vi (i < m) in X x M such that K c (J cl Vi, but cl Vi $ p. Thus, for each 
i < m, there exists a finite Pi c C x B with K ncl K c (J Pi c (X x M) - {p}. Hence, 
{(C x B) n Y: C E C, B E B} is a point-countable cover of Y satisfying the condition 
in (C). Hence Y satisfies (C). Thus, X is monotonically developable by Lemmas 2.7(6) 
and 2.8. Finally, let (c) hold. By Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, X has an (mwA)*-sequence 
(&> and a (WJ)*- se q uence (?Vn). Let (Un) = {B fY W: B E B,, W E I%} for each 
12 E N. Then (Vn) is an (md)*-sequence for X. Thus, X is monotonically developable 
by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6. 0 
Remark 2.10. In Theorem 2.9, X need not be developable or a WA-space. 
Indeed, let X be the space 2 in [9, Example 2.11, where 2 is a Tech-complete space 
with a g-disjoint base consisting of metric subsets, but X is not submetacompact and has 
a closed set which is not a Gh-set. Since X is a locally metric space with a o-disjoint base, 
X is a monotonically developable space with a Ws-diagonal, and X satisfies (C) and 
(G) by Lemmas 2.7(l) and (2). If X is a WA-space, X is developable by Lemma 2.7(5), 
so any closed subset is a Ga-set, a contradiction. Thus X is not a WA-space. 
We recall that a space X is symmetric if there exists a nonnegative real valued function 
d on X x X such that (i) d(z, y) = 0 if and only if II: = y, (ii) d(z, y) = d(y,x), and, 
(iii) A c X is closed in X if and only if whenever 2 $ A, {y E X: d(z, y) < l/n} n A 
= 0 for some n E N. X is semi-metric, if we replace (iii) by “z E cl A if and only if 
d(z, A) = 0” in the above. 
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Corollary 2.11. The following are equivalent. 
(a) X is developable, 
(b) X is a symmetric, mwA-space, 
(c) X is a semi-stratijable, mwA-space. 
Proof. As is well known, every developable space is symmetric, so (a) + (b) holds. 
For (b) + (c), since X is symmetric, every closed countably compact subset of X is 
metric by [24, Theorem 241. Then, since X is an mwA-space, X is first countable 
in view of the proof of Lemma 2.7(7). Thus X is semi-metric by [13, Theorems 9.61. 
Then X is semi-stratifiable by [8, Corollary 1.41. (c) =+ (a) holds by Lemma 2.7(3) and 
Theorem 2.9. •I 
Corollary 2.12. Let X be an mwA-space. Then the following hold. 
(1) If X is a submetacompact space with a point-countable k-network, then X is 
developable. 
(2) If X has a o-closure preserving k-network, then X is metrizable. 
Proof. (1) holds by Lemma 2.7(l) and Theorem 2.9. For (2), since X has a a-closure 
preserving network, X is semi-stratifiable. Then X is developable by Corollary 2.11. 
Then X is a first countable space. But, X has a a-closure preserving k-network. Thus, X 
is stratifiable by [ 19, Proposition 2.51. Then X is paracompact. Thus X is metrizable. 0 
3. Maps, and monotonic WA-spaces 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : X --f Y. Then (1) and (2) below hold. 
(1) Let f be a perfect map, or let f be an open, countably compact (i.e., every f -’ (y) 
is countably compact) map. If X is an mwA-space, then so is Y. 
(2) Let f be a quasi-perfect map. If Y is an mwA-space, then so is X. 
Proof. (1) Let f be perfect. Since X has a (&)-sequence by Theorem 1.8. Y has a (b,)- 
sieve by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [7]. Then Y is an mwA-space 
by Theorem 1.8. Next, let f be open, countably compact. X has a strong (mwA)-sieve 
{(Vn,A,,r,): n E PI} by Theorem 1.8. To see W = {(f(V,),A,,z,): n E N} is 
an (mwA)-sieve for Y, let {f (I&,): n E II} be a thread of W, y E n f (Van), and 
yn E f(Van) for each n EN. Then, {f-‘(y)nclV,,: TZ E N} is a countable collection 
of closed subsets of f -’ (y) having finite intersection property. Since f-l (y) is countably 
compact, 
nvk 3 n{f-l(y) nclVa,) f 0. 
Let 2, E f-‘(yn) rl V,,, for each n E M. Since nVa, # 0, (2,: n E N} has a cluster 
point in X, so does { yYn: n E W} in Y. Thus, W is an (mwA)-sieve for Y. Then, Y is 
also an mwA-space. 
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(2) By Theorem 1.8, Y has a (&)-sieve. Since f is quasi-perfect, it is routinely shown 
that X has a (&)-sieve. Thus, X is an mwd-space by Theorem 1.8. 0 
Remark 3.2. (1) In the previous theorem, (1) (respectively (2)) remains true under Y 
(respectively X and Y) being Huusdofl However, not every open compact image of a 
Hausdofl WA-space is an mw A-space. 
Indeed, let Y be the unit interval I = [0, 11. Let P be an uncountable subset of I 
whose only compact subsets are countable. Let Y be retopologized to make the points of 
P isolated. Then Y is a Lindeliif space which is the open compact image of a Hausdor$ 
metacompact, and developable space (hence, WA-space) by [3, Theorem 2.51. But, I-P 
is a closed subset which is not a G&-set in Y. Hence Y is not semi-stratifiable. While, 
Y has a a-point finite base. Then Y is not a P-space by Lemmas 2.7(2) and (4), hence 
not a WA-space. Then Y is not an mwA-space by Theorem 2.4. 
(2) Every open image of a complete M-space or Tech complete space is an mwA- 
space by Theorem 1.10(3). However, not every open s-image of a metric space is an 
mwA-space. Indeed, the space Y in (1) has a point-countable base, hence it is the open 
s-image of a metric space by [26], but it is not an mwA-space. 
(3) The subparacompactness i preserved under closed maps, and inversely preserved 
under perfect map; see [6], for example. Thus, it follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.4 
that submetacompact WA-spaces (equivalently, submetacompact p-spaces) are preserved 
as well as inversely preserved by perfect maps. 
For a class C of spaces, Nagami [23] defined, respectively the class CC(C); or 
OCP(C) of all images of elements of C under the composition of open compact ones; 
or open compact ones and perfect ones, and he proved that if Y E OC (p-spaces) 
with Y metacompact and completely regular, then Y is a p-space. As an application of 
Theorem 3.1, we can generalize this as follows. 
Theorem 3.3. Let Y E OCP (mwA-spaces). Then Y is an mwA-space. In particular 
if Y is submetacompact, then Y is a WA-space (equivalently, p-space). 
Lemma 3.4. Let f : X + Y be closed with X a WA-space. Then Y is a P-space. 
Proof. Let (&) be a sequence of bases for X satisfying (zuA). For y E Y, let a(n, y) C 
B, satisfy f-‘(y) c Ua(n,y), and f-‘(y)nB # 0 for any B E B(n,y). Let g(n,y) = 
Y - f(X - u WV Y)). Th en, each g(n, y) is an open subset of Y containing y. Let 
y E g(n, yl,) for n E N. Let za E f-‘(y), and & E B(n, y,) contain ZO. Take 
2, E B, n f-‘(yy,), then {Z n: n E N} has a cluster point. Then, {y,: r~ E N} has a 
cluster point in Y. Then Y is a P-space. 0 
From Lemmas 2.7(4) and 3.4, Theorems 2.9 and 3.1, and Corollary 2.11, we have 
Theorem 3.5. Let f : X + Y be a perfect map such that X is a WA-space (respectively 
mwA-space). Then Y is developable (respectively monotonically developable) if and 
only if Y satisfies (G). 
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We recall that a map f : X --+ Y is pseudo-open (= hereditarily quotient) if for any 
y E Y, and any nbd U of f - ’ ( y ) , y E int f(U) . Every closed map, or every open map is 
pseudo-open, and every pseudo-open map is quotient. A space is pelfect if every closed 
set is a Gb-set. 
Lemma 3.6. Let f : X -+ Y be a pseudo-open map. Then the following hold. 
(1) Suppose f is jnite-to-one. If X is semi-strat$able, then so is Y. 
(2) Suppose f is compact. If X is paracompact (respectively perfectly normal), then 
Y is metacompact (respectively per$ect). 
Proof. (1); or (2) is due to [16, Theorem 3.11; or [18, Corollary 2.41, respectively. For 
the parenthetic part of (2), let F be closed in Y, and let {I&: n E N} be a strong 
sequence of open subsets of X such that f-‘(F) = n V,. Since f is pseudo-open and 
compact, n f(Vn) c F c nint f(Vn), which implies that F = nint f(Vn). Thus F is 
a Gb-set. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let f : X + Y be a quotient, jinite-to-one map, and X be a k-space. Zf X 
satisfies (C), then so does Y. 
Proof. Let C be a point-countable cover of X satisfying the condition in (C), here we 
assume that C is closed under finite intersections. Let P = f(C). To show the point- 
countable cover P of Y satisfies the condition in (C), let K c Y - {y} be countably 
compactinY.Foreachp E Y-{y},let {P E P: p E P c Y-(y)} = {P,.(p): n E N}. 
Then K is covered by some finite subcollection of {P,(p): p E Y -{y}, n E N}. Indeed, 
suppose not. Then, there exists an infinite sequence {p,: 7~ E N} in K with pn $ Pi&) 
for i, j < n. Since K is countably compact, we assume that A = {pn: 72 E N} is not 
closed in Y. Since f-r (A) is not closed in a k-space X, there exists a compact subset B 
of X such that B meets infinitely many f-’ (p,). But, the compact set B is metrizable 
by Lemma 2.7(6). Then there exists a convergent sequence L in f-‘(A) - f-‘(y) such 
that any subsequence of L meets infinitely many f-’ (p,). Since f-’ (y) is finite, and 
C satisfies the condition in (C), there exist finitely many C’, E C such that C = n C, 
contains a subsequence of L, but C does not meet f-‘(y). Let Pa = f(C) E P. Then 
Pa contains a subsequence of A and PO c Y - {y}, so there exists Pi(pj) = PO for some 
i;.j. Then, there exists p, E Pi&) for some n > i, j. This is a contradiction. Thus, the 
cover P satisfies the condition in (C). Then Y satisfies (C). 0 
Every quotient finite-to-one image of a locally compact metric space is not metacom- 
pact, and not first countable, hence not developable; see [14, Example 9.31. But, we 
have the following theorem. A space X is a q-space [20] if each IC E X has a sequence 
{Vn: n E N} of nbds such that if 2, E V,, then the sequence {zn: n E RI} has a cluster 
point. 
Theorem 3.8. Let f : X -+ Y be a quotient map. Then (1) (2) and (3) below hold. 
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(1) Suppose f is jinite-to-one. Let X is a developable space, more generally, a semi- 
strati$able k-space. Then, Y is developable if and only if Y is an mwA-space. 
(2) Suppose f is compact. Then the following hold, 
(i) Let X be a metric space. Then Y is developable if and only if Y is an mwA- 
space, more generally, a q-space. 
(ii) Let X be a paracompact, k-and-a-space. Then Y is developable if and only 
if Y is an mwA-space. 
(3) Suppose f is an s-map. Let X be a metric space, more generally, a Frechet space 
with a point-countable k-network. Then Y is monotonically developable if and 
only if Y is an mwA-space. 
Proof. We prove the “if” parts of (l), (2), and (3). For (I), Y is first countable by 
Lemmas 3.7 and 2.7(7). Then, the quotient map f is pseudo-open by [lo, 2.4.F]. Thus 
Y is semi-stratifiable by Lemma 3.6(l). Then Y is developable by Corollary 2.11. For 
(i) in (2), Y is the quotient compact image of a metric space, so Y is symmetric by 
[13, Theorem 9.41. While, Y is a q-space, so Y has a point-countable base by [21, 
Theorem 9.81, hence Y is first countable. Then Y is semi-metric by [13, Theorem 9.61. 
Since Y has a point-countable base, Y is developable by [15, Theorem 11. For (ii), X 
is a k-space in which every compact subset is metric; thus, if F c X and clC c F 
for every countable C c F, then F is closed in X. Also, elf-‘(E) is Lindelof for 
every countable E c Y, for X is paracompact. Then, since Y is a q-space, the quotient 
map f is pseudo-open by [21, Theorem 9.51. Then it routinely shown that f x f is 
pseudo-open compact. And, X is a paracompact a-space, so X x X is perfectly normal 
in view of [25]. Then, Y is a metacompact space with a Gh-diagonal by Lemma 3.6(2). 
Thus Y is developable by Theorem 2.9. For (3), X is a k-space with a point-countable 
k-network by [ 14, Theorem 7.11. Thus Y is monotonically developable by Lemma 2.7( 1) 
and Theorem 2.9. 0 
Remark 3.9. 
(1) Not every monotonically developable space which is the open countable-to-one 
image of a metric space is developable. Indeed, let Y be the space X in Re- 
mark 2.10. Then Y has a point-countable open cover of metric subsets. Let X be 
the topological sum of the cover, and let f : X -+ Y be the obvious map. Then Y 
is a monotonically developable space which is the open countable-to-one image 
of a metric space under f, but Y is neither semi-stratifiable nor developable. 
(2) (i) Theorem 38(l) remains true under X being Hausdor# 
(ii) Every pseudo-open finite-to-one image Y of a Hausdolfj developable space 
with a point-countable base is developable under f. Indeed, since f is pseudo- 
open and finite-to-one, Y has a point-countable base by means of [I 1, Theo- 
rem 1.11, and Y is symmetric by the proof of [ 13, Theorem 9.41. Hence Y is 
developable. But, we cannot omit “X has a point-countable base”, because, 
the Butterfly space is the pseudo-open finite-to-one image of a Hausdorff, 
developable space by [5, Example 2.41, but it is not developable. 
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Finally, we pose the following questions (under spaces being regular, 2’1). 
Questions. 
(1) Every pseudo-open finite-to-one image of a developable space is an mwA-space 
(equivalently, developable space)? 
(2) Every quotient finite-to-one image of a locally compact metric space is perfect, or 
has a 11/6-diagonal? 
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